
 

 
Advanced Analysis 2017 Spring Release Notes 

ADVANCED ANALYSIS 
RELEASE SUMMARY: SPRING 2017 
The Innography team is delighted to unveil the 2017 Spring Release. We continue to increase the depth and 
breadth of our global patent data and analytics offerings to meet the goals of our customers. Focused on giving you 
more insights to make informed innovation decisions globally, the 2017 Spring Release includes: 

• NEW! Chemical Search – A new search option! Find compounds of interest by drawing your own chemical structures 
with a smart, intuitive tool, or enter a generic or brand name to find relevant documents.  

• NEW! Family Reduction Options – Quickly narrow your results by refining by your family of choice: INPADOC 
Extended Family, Simple Family, or Application/Case.  

• NEW! International Prosecution Data – Understand probability of allowance, status, and time-to-grant trends, plus 
conduct further analysis with international prosecution data. 

• NEW! Search by Prosecution @Agent – Find agents responsible for prosecution with a quick search.  

• NEW! Custom Color Palette – Tailor your visualizations and PatentIQ® charts by setting a color palette specific to 
your company and competitors. 

• NEW! Brazil & Taiwan Full-Text Data – Full-text data from Brazil and Taiwan are now part of Innography’s high-
quality, improved IP database. 

• More Non-Patent Literature – Even more NPL documents are available for analyses. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NEW! Chemical Search  
The addition of chemical searching in Advanced Analysis 
significantly decreases the time spent going from one platform to 
another. Users no longer need to search for chemical structures in 
one tool, cross-reference, and then import the relevant data into 
Advanced Analysis to find answers.   
 
This new search type is flexible, allowing users to draw their own 
structures or type in familiar formats, including: CAS IDs, SMILES, 
MDL Mol files, generic names (e.g., caffeine), or trademarked 
product names (e.g., Advil®). Having an actual drawing of the 
structure returns documents that are much more relevant than a 
text-based search describing the compound of interest. From here, 
analysis can be done immediately without having to go between 
systems. 
 

• Search for documents: 1) with the exact compound you’ve 
entered, 2) that include your structure as a substructure of 
other compounds, and 3) that include parts of the structure 
you’ve entered.  

• Chemical patents and images are viewable in the results table grid and are also 
exportable.  

• Just like any other patent data, your chemical structure search results can be 
refined, saved to a project, expanded to “find more like this”, analyzed, and 
visualized. Alerts can also be set on these results.  

Image 1: Draw a chemical 
structure to search for 
relevant documents 

 

Image 2: Search for chemical structures 
using various formats 
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NEW! Family Reduction Options  
Innography’s refinement panel helps you start with a broad search and narrow down the 
results to find exactly what you’re looking for, no matter the task. Now you have more 
ways than ever to organize global patent documents. The new options to reduce by 
Extended INPADOC Family and Application/Case give more ways to tailor your results. 
With a single click, you can quickly compare result sets to decide which one best meets 
your needs. 
 

• Reduce by Application/Case allows you, with one click, to clear out the 
duplicate results to see only the most current documents for an application ID. 

• Reduce by Simple (EPO) Family was previously referred to as “Reduce by 
Family” in the refinement panel and can still be used to narrow your results by the 
documents that are rolled under a shared priority document structure.  

• Reduce by Extended (INPADOC) Family allows you to reduce to one document 
per extended family ID -- sharing any priority documents. 

• Expand by Extended Family– In addition, you now have the option to Analyze 
by Extended Family Expansion. With a single click you can bring forward all 
assets that share a single priority document, giving you the broadest view of a 
technology area.  

NEW! International Prosecution Data  

Private PAIR data from the USPTO is now accompanied by 
prosecution data for non-US patent assets. Global coverage 
of prosecution data and trends allows IP professionals to 
make informed prosecution decisions specific to technologies 
and jurisdictions for filling a patent. For non-US documents, a 
new tab is included called Prosecution. (Note: For US 
documents, the tab for Public PAIR, is now called 
Prosecution also.) Here, users can find information on trends 
regarding probability of allowance, status, and time to grant. 
Comparison-to-allowance rate and timings by the technology 
category and jurisdiction are also a click away.  

NEW! Search by Prosecution Agent 

Users can now search specifically for prosecution agents 
using @agent. You can now uncover trends related to the firm or person responsible 
for prosecuting the applications by company, technology, and more.  

 
NEW! Custom Color Palette 
Users can now assign custom colors to companies that 
are relevant in your analyses. Once set in Preferences, 
the colors will be applied in all the organizational visuals 
including: PatentScape, Company Comparison, 
PatentIQ® modules, and the Citation tab on the 
Company Overview page. Now your visualizations and 
reports can be on brand without further editing outside 
of Advanced Analysis.  

 

Image 3: Choose which family to reduce 
the results by for simplified analyses. 

Image 6: Add custom colors to populate organizational visuals. 

Image 5: Trends by technology and jurisdiction 
are available under the Prosecution tab. 

Image 4: Expand your analysis results 
by Extended Family. 
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NEW! Brazil & Taiwan Full-Text Data 

• We have added English, full-text documents from two new jurisdictions: Brazil (BR) and Taiwan (TW). 

• This brings our full-text jurisdiction coverage up to 22 countries and full-text document count to over 60,000,000. 

• The platform includes nearly all the world’s unique patent families — from over 100 jurisdictions — with at least 
one English version. 

• Remember not all patent data is the same — these patent documents have been cleansed, appended, 
normalized, and correlated with all the other data available in the platform. 

 

More Non-Patent Literature 
• We’ve added new NPL documents, including literature, research papers, and other scientific papers, bringing our 

total to over 22,000,000.  
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